
Taking the Confusion out of Signals

Communication
The purpose of signalling is to communicate your intentions to other people who need to know 
what you are doing so they can plan their next action. 

Miscommunication leads to confusion; confusion leads to mistakes and mistakes lead to danger.

There are three key elements to signalling.
1. Where necessary –  Is it necessary? Will someone benefit from seeing it?
2. Correct signal - Which signal should I give?
3. Properly timed - When should I give the signal?

Where Necessary
A signal is necessary if another person benefits from seeing it. This includes all road users and not 
just drivers. Therefore even if signs and road-markings clearly tell you where you must go, it 
doesn't necessarily mean that pedestrians are aware of this and therefore giving a signal could 
prevent the pedestrian from stepping out in front of you. Likewise, if you can clearly see that no 
one is around to benefit then you do not have to signal – simply getting into the habit of signalling 
regardless of the situation gets you out of the habit of making effective observations and that 
increases the risk of danger. 

Correct Signal 
Imagine the confusion you can cause by signalling left and then moving out to the right. Signals 
include those given by indicator, brake lights, reversing lights and arm signals. An arm signal may 
be necessary if your indicators or brake lights can't be seen. A typical example of the need for an 
arm signal is when approaching an obstruction and intend to give priority to the on-coming driver. 
The on-coming driver will not be able to see your brake lights, so an arm signal for I'm slowing 
down will help. It's easy to remember which indicator to give, but do you know your arm signals? 
Check them out in the Highway Code.

Properly Timed
A left or right signal can have a number of meanings and this makes the correct timing of a signal 
crucial.  
Such as; I intend stopping on the left; I intend turning into the side-road on the left; I intend 
changing lane. If you give the signal too soon you may confuse someone, if you give it too late then 
no one has time to plan and will have to react late. 
A typical example of this is a driver intending to stop on the left just after a side-road on the left. If 
the signal is given before reaching the side-road then a driver waiting to emerge may 
misunderstand and emerge too soon.

Remember why we need to use signals correctly...

Miscommunication leads to confusion; confusion leads to mistakes and mistakes lead to danger.
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